Arts Award
at the classic boat museum
At the museum’s twin sites either side of the river
Medina, take photos, make annotated drawings and
write notes on the things that interest you. Feel free
to ask the museum volunteers questions for extra info
and context!

Follow up
Below are ideas inspired by the Classic Boat Museum to
get you started on your Arts Award journey, including
links to artists and related articles at the end.

Industrial design - Hammerhead crane

Create an illustration of the famous Cowes Hammerhead
crane, made in 1912, replicating the struts, beams and
angles of this Grade II listed structure.
How: Dip an edge of a business card or card scrap into
paint (acrylic works best) and press onto paper to make
and overlap marks, building up your structure. Angle the
edge of your card and swipe to create small blocks of
colour. Start with black and add highlights. Concentrate
on the overall shape and don’t sweat the detail!

Collapsible boats - Berthon rescue boats

Use the ancient art of Origami to turn A4 paper sheets into folded
paper boats responding to the Museum’s Berthon collapsible
rescue boats. Finished boats can be annotated with notes on
the ‘Berthon’ or covered with colourful electrical tape creating
disruptive ‘dazzle’ patterns (see below).

Dazzle painting links:

Carlos Cruz-Diez www.biennial.com/collaborations/carlos-cruz-diez
Peter Blake www.biennial.com/dazzleferry
Lisa Traxler (Isle of Wight artist) www.lisatraxler.com
BBC iWonder Dazzle article: www.bbc.co.uk/guides/zty8tfr
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REMEMBER
show everything you have
done: take photos, write notes,
keep flyers and anything else to
share your activity and what
you feel about it.

Arts Award
more activities

Lisa Traxler / Industry / 2018.

Naval camouflage – Dazzle painting
Dazzle painting (disruptive pattern camouflage),
accredited to artist Norman Wilkinson, was
adopted by the British Admiralty during WW1
resulting in 2000+ ships being decked out in
strange bold designs. The concept was not to
conceal a vessel but to hide its true course, thus
avoiding direct hits.
Many dazzle patterns were created by the Vorticist Edward Wadsworth along with
a team of male artists and female art students from the Royal Academy. In 2008
Jeff Koons designed the exterior of the super yacht Goire, incorporating pop art
elements, whilst in 2015 pop art legend Peter Blake painted a Merseyside ferry with
a work titled ‘Everybody-razzle-dazzle’.
Task: Create your own dazzle patterns taking inspiration from WW1 vessels and
disruptive animal camouflage (e.g. Zebra striping). Begin in black and white then the
colour scheme of the day; Greys, olive, blue, green, white and black.
Apply patterns to boat outlines, such as the C-class destroyer HMS Cavalier built
locally by J Samuel Whites or your own design. HMS Cavaliers’ propeller is erected as
a monument on East Cowes Esplanade a short walk from the Classic Boat Museum.
For Bronze Arts Award explore ‘dazzle’
links with Vorticism and Cubism including
geometric abstraction, reconfiguration
and multiple view points.

Experimental design – ‘Kestral’ & ‘Scotch Gambit’
Taking inspiration from Lord Brabazon’s auto-gyro, a customised Bembridge
Redwing with a propeller in place of its sail, explore experimental vessels starting
with the Belgian artist Panamarenko’s Scotch Gambit.
Invent your own craft and create thumbnail sketches, working up annotated blue
prints which could then be modelled in junk, clay or 3D printed.
Panamarenko website: www.panamarenko.be
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